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ABSTRACT

In recent years it has become clear that the transport of excitons and charge carriers in molecular

systems can be enhanced by coherent coupling with photons, giving rise to the formation of hybrid

excitations known as polaritons. Such enhancement has far-reaching technological implications,

however, the enhancement mechanism and the transport nature of these composite light-matter

excitations in such systems still remain elusive. Here we map the ultrafast spatiotemporal dynamics

of surface-bound optical waves strongly coupled to a self-assembled molecular layer and fully

resolve them in energy/momentum space. Our studies reveal intricate behavior which stems from

the hybrid nature of polaritons. We find that the balance between the molecular disorder and

long-range correlations induced by the coherent mixing between light and matter leads to a mobility

transition between diffusive and ballistic transport, which can be controlled by varying the light-matter

composition of the polaritons. Furthermore, we directly demonstrate that the coupling with light can

enhance the diffusion coefficient of molecular excitons by six orders of magnitude and even lead to

ballistic flow at two-thirds the speed of light.
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Introduction

Transport of energy and charge carriers in organic materials and molecular systems is fundamental to

various fields ranging from photochemistry to optoelectronics. It is essential to photosynthesis1 and

governs the operation of organic solar cells and other organic electronic devices2, 3. However, due to the

highly disordered nature of such materials, transport in organic materials is dominated by short-range

random hopping, with diffusion length values typically in the nanometric, molecular scale and reaching

hundreds of nanometers at most4. This leads to slow and inefficient transport, which is typically diffusive or

sub-diffusive, and often poses severe technological limitations when using organic materials in applications.

Recently, it has been demonstrated that both excitonic and electronic transport in organic semiconductors

can be enhanced by coupling these materials with the photonic modes of an optical resonator5–13. Under

suitable conditions, collective strong coupling between the material excitations and light can give rise

to hybrid excitations called polaritons, which are partly excitonic and partly photonic14. As such, the

polaritonic wavefunctions can extend over length-scales exceeding the optical wavelength and cover

a macroscopically large number of molecules. This, in turn, results in quantum correlations between

remote molecules15, which can facilitate energy transfer16–18 and transport phenomena. This kind

of cavity-enhanced transport has been drawing increasing interest over the past few years, with both

experimental5–13, 19–21 and theoretical22–29 efforts devoted to understanding how strong coupling affects

transport phenomena. Although the long-range propagation of polaritons has been directly visualized

and studied in steady-state experiments6, 8, 10, constructing a complete picture of their transport dynamics

necessitates access to the kinetics of the polaritonic motion, in a similar manner to the various time-resolved
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microscopy techniques used for studying normal organic semiconductors30–35. Indeed, by employing

ultrafast microscopy, a few recent experiments successfully resolved the spatiotemporal evolution of

polaritons7, 13. In particular, we have observed how polaritons, excited in a metallic, planar cavity,

gradually migrate and reach distances which are ∼ 5 µm away from their initial position, within several

picoseconds. Interestingly, these studies found that the polariton velocity was much lower than expected

by simple considerations7, 13. While the dispersion of cavity polaritons predicts a group velocity on the

order of 20 µm/ps, the observed velocities were smaller than 1 µm/ps, pointing toward a fundamental

gap in the understanding of cavity polaritons. Furthermore, even today the nature of polaritonic transport

is still obscure - although the coupling of the excitons to propagating photons is assumed to lead to ballistic

motion, these few initial studies suggest that this is not the case in reality, and that disorder, which is

inherent to all molecular systems, renders the transport of polaritons non-ballistic.

To close this gap and to enable the practical implementation of cavity-enhanced transport in future

applications, we study the ultrafast spatiotemporal dynamics in a polaritonic system based on a fully-dielectric,

1D photonic crystal which supports surface-bound polaritons with ultra-long propagation lengths of

∼ 100 µm. Our measurements fully reveal the intricate details of polaritonic transport in molecular

systems and how it depends on the balance between the photonic and excitonic components comprising

the polaritons. As we show here for the first time, polaritons exhibit a mobility transition between diffusive

and ballistic transport, which occurs as these collective molecular excitations become more photon-like.

Furthermore, our measurements allow us to obtain, in the most direct manner, the various parameters

that govern the motion of polaritons. We find that the strong coupling with light and the long-range

correlations counteract the molecular disorder, boosting the diffusion coefficient by a factor of 106, and
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even completely overcome disorder, leading to ballistic flow. This ballistic propagation is shown to

proceed over macroscopic distances of ∼ 100 µm and at two thirds the speed of light in vacuum.

Bloch Surface Wave Polaritons: Steady State Characterization

The system studied in this work consists of a distributed Bragg reflector (DBR) structure, made of

alternating layers of TiO2 and SiO2, and covered with three monolayers of organic semiconductor TDBC

molecules (see Supplementary Information for details of the system and preparation methods). As depicted

in Fig. 1(a), the DBR structure supports a TE-polarized surface wave mode (Bloch surface wave, BSW)

within its bandgap36, which can interact with the molecular film to form delocalized BSW polaritons

(BSWP) in the strong coupling regime6, 10, 37. To characterize the steady-state (linear) properties of the

BSWP we utilize a dedicated spectral imaging setup designed for either angle resolved or spatially resolved

reflection/emission measurements, implemented in a Kretschmann configuration as shown in Fig. 1(a) (for

details see Supplementary Information and Ref. 38). From the angle-resolved spectroscopy we obtain the

dispersion curve of the resulting polaritons, which is seen in Fig. 1(b) (reflection) and 1(c) (emission),

residing beyond the air light line (marked by red lines). The bare TDBC absorption line at 2.13 eV (582

nm) is marked by the horizontal white line, while the dashed white lines correspond to the simulated

dispersion of the lower and upper BSWP modes, exhibiting excellent agreement with the experimental

results. From the measured dispersion we deduce a Rabi splitting energy of 142 meV at the resonant

point, which occurs at an angle of incidence of θ = 45◦ (when probing the sample from the prism side.

Furthermore, by examining the linewidth of the polariton dispersion (see Supplementary Information)

we obtain a Q-factor of 160 at 2.06 eV (at the anti-crossing point), which increases to ∼ 400 for BSWP
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modes residing far below the molecular absorption.

Before proceeding to the dynamical measurements, we characterize the polariton propagation by

examining the steady-state spatial distribution of polaritons following a localized, non-resonant excitation

(see Supplementary Information for details), in a similar manner to previous studies6, 10. We record the

steady state emission profile of the BSWP for various wavelengths and plot it in fig.1(d). Here, instead

of the polariton energy, it is more meaningful to examine the polariton propagation as a function of its

photon-like character, which is quantified by the (energy-dependent) photonic weight, given by
∣∣αph

∣∣2 =
(Ex−Ep)

2/
[
g2 +(Ex−Ep)

2], where g = 71 meV is the coupling constant (half of the Rabi-splitting

energy), Ex = 2.13 eV is the molecular exciton energy for TDBC and Ep(kx) is the polariton energy. Note

that the photonic weight of the polariton increases as it shifts from the exciton energy, such that for the

lower BSWP branch the polaritons become more photon-like as their energy decreases (see Supplementary

Information).

As seen, the spatial distribution of the polaritonic emission exhibits both broadening as well as shifting

of the peak position, both of which become more pronounced as the photonic weight increases, reaching a

scale of 50−100 µm. It is important to note that only emission from BSWPs propagating in the positive x

direction will be routed toward the imaging system by the prism-coupler, which is essentially analogous to

filtering in the Fourier domain. Such filtering leads to the apparent asymmetry in the emission profiles

seen in Fig. 1(d)6, 10. In Fig. 1(e) we plot (in logarithmic scale) two representative intensity profiles (i.e.

vertical cross sections of Fig. 1(d) taken at points A and B), with photonic weights of
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.48 and∣∣αph
∣∣2 = 0.82. Both of these spatial distributions clearly show an exponentially decaying tale. However,

the decay length at point B, for which the polariton has a larger photonic component, is larger than that
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Figure 1. (a) Illustration of the DBR structure (in alternating green and blue) coated with TDBC
molecules and probed in Kretschmann (prism-coupled) configuration. The black curve shows the simulated
field distribution of the excited BSWP modes. (b,c) Dispersion of the BSWP system measured via
angle-resolved reflection (b) and emission (c) spectroscopy (represented by the false-color plots). The
sharp signal under the lower white dashed lines corresponds to the lower BSW polariton mode, while
the white dashed lines represent the simulated dispersion (see Supplementary Information). The solid
white lines indicate the bare BSW dispersion and the exciton energy (fixed at 2.13 eV), while the red
dashed line indicates the light line. (d) Steady state spatial emission distribution of the lower BSWP as
a function of its photonic weight, measured with a localized nonresonant excitation of the polaritons at
x = 0 (indicated by the black dashed line). The white dashed curve marks the variation of the emission
peak position with the photonic weight, showing the migration of the BSWP’s in space. (e) Representative
steady state emission profiles (note logarithmic scale), measured at the points A and B indicated in (c) and
(d). The black solid lines show the exponential fits to the data. (f) Emission decay length as a function of
photonic weight, extracted from the exponential fit to the tails of the steady-state distributions given in (d).
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observed at point A. Indeed, when repeating the exponential fit to the entire data shown in Fig. 1(d) and

plotting the decay length as a function of the photonic weight, we clearly see a monotonic increase of

decay length, reaching distances of more than 150 µm. This confirms that ultra-long propagation takes

place in the system, as expected from previous steady-state studies of BSWP6, 10. Nevertheless, as in

those previous studies, such steady-state measurements do not provide any information regarding the

propagation velocities, the transport mechanism or any other dynamical property of the polariton motion.

Dynamics Measurements and Results

To reveal the full transport dynamics of the polaritons, we proceed to studying their kinetics, in particular,

their spatiotemporal dynamics and how these depend on the polariton composition. We start by measuring

the differential reflection spectrum (averaged over space, see Supplementary Information) for three

different angles of incidence of the probe (θ ' 43◦, 45◦ and 46◦). The spectra, plotted in Fig. 2(a) for a

time-delay of 1 psec, show two resonant features, similar to the transient spectra observed in strongly

coupled Fabry-Pérot cavities39: a prominent, angle-dependent feature around the energy of the lower

BSWP (corresponding to
∣∣αph

∣∣2 values of 0.82, 0.66 and 0.54) and a second, weaker one that occurs at

the bare exciton energy and does not show any angular dependence. The measured decay rates for the

BSWP’s are 3.8, 6.5 and 6.6 ps respectively while at the bare exciton energy we observe a decay rate of

6.6 (see Supplementary Information).

To capture the full spatiotemporal dynamics of BSWPs we use a custom-built ultrafast pump-probe

microscopy system7, 40, a sketch of which is presented in Fig. 2(b) (see Supplementary Information for

details of the system and measurements). We operate the pump-probe setup in the Kretschmann attenuated
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total internal reflection configuration, which allows for measurement beyond the air light line, where the

BSWPs reside. The pump and probe beams are spatially overlapping in the plane of the sample, with the

probed area diameter (∼ 1mm) being much larger than both the imaging field of view (∼ 90µm) and the

the area excited by the pump beam (having a diameter of ∼ 5µm), in order to measure the expanding

polariton cloud in a wide-field (i.e. nonscanning) mode.
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Figure 2. (a) Transient reflection spectra captured at τ = 1 ps for probe incident angles of θ ∼ 43◦, 45◦

and 46◦. The shaded regions mark the 5 nm-wide spectral band which is probed by the ultrafast microscopy
setup (see variable band-pass filter in (b)). (b) A schematic sketch of the optical configuration used in the
pump-probe microscopy experiments (see Supplementary Information for full details). (c) Representative
snapshots obtained from the time-resolved microscopy for

∣∣αph
∣∣2 = 0.82 showing the gradual expansion

of the polariton cloud. The data correspond to the spatial distribution of the (normalized) differential
reflectivity, probed at an angle of incidence of θ = 43◦ and with the 5 nm bandpass filter centered around
1.955 eV as indicated by the gray shaded region in the pump-probe spectra in (a).

The nonresonant excitation of the system is followed by a fast energy relaxation process which

distributes the energy among all the various polaritonic modes, filling the entire lower BSWP branch
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within a few tens of femtoseconds39, 41. However, in order to resolve the transport dynamics of a particular

polaritonic excitation (i.e. at a specific location along the lower BSWP dispersion curve in Fig. 1(b)), we

need to match the probe energy and in-plane momentum to those of the polariton. The probe energy is

tuned by a band-pass filter, whose transmission band is set to overlap with the negative spectral feature of

the corresponding polariton (represented by the shaded gray area in Fig. 2(a)). At the same time, the probe

in-plane momentum is selected by varying its angle of incidence as shown in 2(b) (see Supplementary

Information for details).

In Fig. 2(c) we plot a representative sequence of pump-probe images (i.e. differential reflectivity ∆R/R)

measured at E = 1.96 eV (corresponding to BSWP with
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.82) and at different delay times. The

signal measured here is directly proportional to the local density of excited molecules, and hence these

images capture the spatial distribution of the expanding polariton cloud, providing direct evidence of the

enhanced energy transport over macroscopic length-scales. Starting out with a Gaussian-like profile with

a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 5µm at 0 ps delay, the polariton cloud expands along the x

direction (matching the direction of the in-plane component of the probe) to a width of 58µm within 0.3 ps.

These results show a similar trend to our previous time-resolved imaging experiments using a Fabry-Pérot

cavity7, however, here we observe propagation distances which are an order of magnitude longer (as also

seen in our steady-state measurements, Fig. 1(d)). Moreover, a rough estimate of the expansion velocity

gives a value of ∼ 176 µm/ps, roughly two thirds the speed of light. This value is more than two orders of

magnitude larger than observed for polaritons in any previous time-resolved measurements conducted in

Fabry-Pérot cavity systems7, 13, 19. In fact, this estimated velocity approaches the polariton group velocity

at the same location on the lower BSWP branch (point B in Fig. 1(c)), which is evaluated as ∼ 190µm/ps.
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The detailed dynamics of the BSWP cloud as measured by the pump-probe microscopy are provided

in Fig. 3, which shows the cross-sections of the (normalised) differential signals. Fig. 3(a) shows the

cross-sections of the signal measured at the bare-exciton energy (2.13 eV or 582 nm), whereas (b), (c)

and (d) show the evolution of the BSWP cloud for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.48, 0.66 and 0.82 respectively. At the

bare exciton energy, corresponding to uncoupled excitons/dark states, the width (quantified as twice the

standard deviation of the intensity profile, see see Supplementary Information) remains approximately 6

µm for all delays. This result is expected, since the typical diffusion length of these excitations is much

shorter than spatial resolution in our measurement. In sharp contrast, when we tune the probe to match the

BSWP state with
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.48 (i.e. similar photonic and excitonic weights) the polariton cloud expands

with time, until reaching a steady state width of ∼ 14µm at ∼ 1.2 ps, after which the profile does not

expand but merely exhibits a spatially uniform decay with a lifetime of ∼ 6.8 ps (see Supplementary

Information). As the photonic weight increases, as shown in fig. 3 (c) and (d), the expansion of the

polariton cloud becomes more prominent: for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.66 (Fig. 3(c)) the polariton cloud reaches a

steady state width of 24µm, while for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.82 the final width reaches a value of 58µm (Fig. 3(d)).

Interestingly, when examining the data we clearly observe that the timescale over which the expanding

distribution reaches the steady state profile is shorter for polaritons which are more photonic, reducing

to ∼ 0.7 ps for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.66 and ∼ 0.3 ps for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.82. This indicates that not only do polaritons

which are more photon-like propagate over longer distances, their expansion also becomes faster.

In addition to the expansion of the polariton cloud, we also observe that the peak of the polariton

distribution shifts with time. In a similar manner to the expansion, the motion of the peak position becomes

more pronounced as
∣∣αph

∣∣2 increases (being ∼ 4µm for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.48 and ∼ 26µm for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.82
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Figure 3. (a) Horizontal cross sections of the pump-probe signal measured at the bare exciton energy
(2.13 eV) as a function of the pump-probe delay (with the increase in delay time indicated by the black
arrows). (b)-(d) Cross-sections of the BSWP spatial distributions as a function of the pump-probe delay,
demonstrating the gradual expansion of the polariton cloud. The dynamics in (b), (c) and (d) were
measured at three different points along the BSWP dispersion with photonic weights

∣∣αph
∣∣2 =0.48, 0.66

and 0.82 respectively. The cross-sections are normalised and shifted vertically for visibility.

and it appears to stop at the same time as the expansion. The simultaneous presence of both expansion

and peak migration hints at a mixed transport mechanism, governed by both diffusion and ballistic flow.

In fact, the possibility of a mixed transport mechanism is quite plausible, since the two counterparts that

make up the polariton exhibit very different transport behavior - Frenkel excitons move in the material in a

random, diffusive manner, whereas photons can propagate ballistically over large distances. Therefore, a

fundamental question is - what is the transport nature of the hybrid polaritons? This question becomes

even more intriguing when taking a closer look at the expansion velocities. While for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.82 the

expansion follows the group velocity, which is typical of systems characterized by ballistic transport, this
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picture changes significantly when the excitonic fraction of the polariton is comparable to the photonic

one. Here, with
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.48 (located at point A on the dispersion curve in Fig. 1(c)), the average

velocity extracted from the measurements reduces to ∼ 7.6 µm/ps, which is 15 times smaller than the

group velocity for those polaritons, calculated to be 109 µm/ps. The reduction in the calculated value

of the group velocity is trivial, as the polaritons acquire a larger excitonic fraction and a larger effective

mass. However, the significant discrepancy between the group velocity and the expansion speed extracted

from the measurements for those polaritons indicates that the motion becomes non-ballistic, which can be

attributed to the underlying disorder in the molecular layer.

The changes observed when going between low and high photonic weights points toward a rich

behavior which undergoes a transition between different transport regimes. It is therefore imperative

to reveal the various parameters which characterize and govern the transport of polaritons in molecular

systems and how those parameters depend on the mixed character of the polaritons. To answer these

questions, we calculate the mean squared displacement (i.e. variance, σ2
x ) of the polariton distribution

probed at various values of
∣∣αph

∣∣2. We plot σ2
x as function of delay time (in log-log scale) in Fig. 4(a),

which clearly shows one or more distinct linear regions for all values of
∣∣αph

∣∣2. The observed linearity

over each region matches the general behavior for transport, which is commonly captured by a power-law

dependence on time, in the form σ2
x = σ2

0 +Dβ τβ . Here Dβ is the generalised diffusion coefficient, σ2
0

is the variance at zero delay (which accounts for the point spread function of the of the pump) and β is

the order of the transport, which is directly linked to the underlying transport mechanism. A β value of

unity corresponds to diffusive transport, where the distribution expands as
√

τ , while β = 2 represents

ballistic transport and expansion at a constant velocity. A non-integer value of β is often associated with
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anomalous diffusion or transport in fractal systems42. To identify the transport nature in each region, we fit

the curves shown in Fig. 4(a) to straight lines (as marked by the black and red lines) and plot the resulting

exponents as a function of
∣∣αph

∣∣2 as shown in Fig. 4(b). As can be seen, the exponents clearly segregate

around two distinct values, β = 1 or β = 2. For
∣∣αph

∣∣2 values of 0.48 and 0.54, where the the BSWP

has almost equal contribution from the excitonic and photonic components, the exponent is close to 1,

indicating that the transport is diffusive up to τ ∼ 1 ps, at which time the polariton distribution reaches its

steady state width. On the other hand, polaritons with a large photonic fraction (
∣∣αph

∣∣2 > 0.7) exhibit a

very different behavior, with β taking values around 2, indicating that the transport becomes ballistic due

to the mixing with the photons and the long-range coherence induced by strong coupling. Interestingly, at

intermediate photonic weights, i.e, with 0.6 .
∣∣αph

∣∣2 . 0.7 the temporal evolution of the polariton cloud

shows a crossover between two distinct regions. For example, for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.6 the expansion is initially

ballistic (characterized by a value of β ' 2, indicated by the black line) but at τ ' 0.3 ps the exponent

changes to a value close to 1 (shown by the red line), signifying that the transport becomes diffusive. This

diffusive expansion proceed until reaching a steady-state width around τ ' 1 ps. This clearly demonstrates

the mixed transport nature of polaritons, which, along with their propagation, experience a transition

between ballistic flow and diffusion. Moreover, a close look at the curves in Fig. 4(a) reveals that, as the

photonic weight of the polariton increases the diffusive region shrinks (e.g. with the transition occurring

only at τ =' 0.5 ps for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.69), until it completely disappears at
∣∣αph

∣∣2 > 0.7.

The data presented in Fig. 4(a) can be further used to extract the various transport dynamics parameters.

Specifically, in the diffusive regions (corresponding to the red circles with β ' 1 in Fig. 4(b) or the red lines

in Fig. 4(a)) the diffusion coefficient D can be found by fitting the data to the expression σ2
x −σ2

0 = 2Dτ .
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which mixed transport behavior is observed.
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The resulting values for the diffusion coefficient as a function of the photonic weight are presented in

Fig. 4(c) (red crosses). As the the photonic component increases, the diffusion coefficient also increases,

from 69 µm2/ps to 284 µm2/ps. This clearly shows that, even though the transport within this parameter

range is strongly influenced by the underlying disorder in the system, which makes it non-ballistic, the

coherent coupling with the photons and the long-range correlations induced by it play a crucial role in the

transport dynamics. In fact, recalling that the typical diffusion coefficient for excitons in semiconductors

(either organic or inorganic) is normally within the range of 10−3−10−7 µm2/ps 4, 31, 32, 35, our results

signify an enhancement of more than six orders of magnitude in the diffusion coefficient.

In a similar manner, we use the data from the ballistic regions (i.e., black circles with β ' 2 in Fig. 4(b)

and black lines in Fig. 4(a)) and fit it to a linear expansion at a constant velocity, which is shown by the

black circles in Fig. 4(c) as a function of the photonic weight (for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 ≥ 0.6). For comparison, we

also plot the theoretical group velocity Vg (based on the lower BSWP dispersion), shown by the black

solid line, which represents the expected expansion velocity in an ideal, perfectly homogeneous system

with fully delocalized wavefunctions. Once again, the result of this analysis exhibit a clear trend, with the

velocity increasing monotonically with
∣∣αph

∣∣2, expressing the interplay between disorder and long-range

correlations in the system. At
∣∣αph

∣∣2 ∼ 0.60, the lowest photonic weight for which a ballistic region

is observed, the expansion velocity is 30µm/ps. This velocity is considerably smaller than the group

velocity at this photonic weight, which indicates that while the long-range correlations are quite efficient

in counteracting the disorder, the effects of the disorder experienced by the excitonic component of the

polaritons cannot be ignored. Once again, this is also expressed by the transition into the diffusive region

observed at longer times in Fig. 4(a). However, it is interesting to note that even for
∣∣αph

∣∣2 & 0.7, where
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the diffusive region disappears and the transport appears to be ballistic throughout the whole expansion,

the measured velocity still remains lower than Vg. As the photonic component of the polaritons continue to

increase, the effect of the coherent coupling becomes larger, and the measured expansion velocity becomes

closer to the theoretical group velocity Vg (for the corresponding value of
∣∣αph

∣∣2). At the highest photonic

weight measured (
∣∣αph

∣∣2 = 0.82) the long-range correlations completely overcomes the molecular disorder

and the expansion velocity becomes comparable to the group velocity, reaching a value of 176 µm/ps,

two thirds the speed of light in vacuum. The complete mapping of the transport dynamics, as presented

in Fig. 4(a), reveals a very rich, yet simple picture for the motion of polaritons. Starting with diffusive

molecular excitons with a typical mean free path of only several nanometers, the mixing with photons

under strong coupling gives rise to extended correlations which increase the transport mean free path.

This, in turn, results in enhanced diffusion, as observed by our measurements. As the photonic weight is

further increased, the mean free path reaches a macroscopic scale (i.e. on the order of 10 µm), making the

ballistic motion between subsequent random scattering events accessible to our time-resolved microscopy.

For a high enough photonic weight, the mean free path becomes comparable to the length scale set by

absorption, at which point the system is dominated by dissipation, rather than disorder. This results in

purely ballistic expansion which is now limited by the loss length (which sets the steady-state width of

the polariton distribution). This becomes even more apparent when considering the intermediate cases of

0.6≤
∣∣αph

∣∣2 ≤ 0.69 in Fig. 4(a) and (b) for which we explicitly observe the transition between ballistic

and diffusive flow occurring during the propagation. In fact, since for those specific measurements we

obtain, at the same time, both the ballistic velocity and the diffusion coefficient, (see Fig. 4(c)), we can

extract the microscopic quantities governing the transport. The mean free time (τ?) and transport mean
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free path (l?) are related to the diffusion coefficient and ballistic velocity by D =V 2τ?/2 and l? = π

2V τ?43.

Using the value shown in Fig. 4(c), we calculate the mean free time and transport mean free path, which

are presented in Fig. 4(d) by the green crosses (for τ?) and blue circles (for l?). As seen, both parameters

increase monotonically with the photonic weight, as expected. More interestingly, the values obtained for

the mean free path are on the order of tens of microns, which is four orders of magnitude larger than the

intermolecular distance, expressing the long-range correlation induced by strong coupling.

In conclusion, we presented a comprehensive study of the spatiotemporal dynamics of polaritons in a

molecular system strongly coupled to Bloch surface waves. Taking advantage of the ultra-long propagation

of polaritons in such systems, we successfully mapped the transport dynamics and their dependence

on the mixing between light and matter. Our measurements provide access to direct quantification of

the microscopic parameters governing the mechanism of cavity-enhanced transport. We showed that

the long-range correlations induced by the coherent coupling with the optical field extend the transport

mean free path to macroscopic scales, reaching tens of microns. As we showed here for the first time,

the competition between molecular-scale disorder and long-range correlations leads to mixed transport

behavior exhibiting both diffusion and ballistic expansion of polaritons with a clear transition between the

two . This effect initially manifests itself as enhanced diffusion, with the diffusion coefficient reaching

values which are six orders of magnitude larger than in bare molecular systems, and, at higher photonic

fractions, leads to fully ballistic transport overcoming the molecular disorder. Finally, we directly showed

that the ballistic velocity can reach two thirds the speed of light, even for polaritonic excitation carrying an

excitonic fraction of ∼ 20%.
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